
The ‘Secret Formula’ for 
Market Success



Before I reveal the ‘secret formula’,



Let me explain why this works so well



It works because it’s a proven system 
based on science and fractal patterns 
that occur in nature



We’re applying science, physics, 
and statistics to the open markets



Very few people truly understands 
the science of the market



Once you learn this,



It’s a huge competitive advantage,



And it will pay dividends the rest 
of your life



The market can be predictable if
you know what to look for



Anyone saying they ‘know’ 
something is going up or down,



Is full of it



No one can know,



We can only use the data and 
statistics to give up an edge



There’s just a few things you need to 
know to position yourself for success



I’m Dave Koper, founder of 
Inflection Point Inc. 
(TIP Inc.) and The Volatility 
Complex



Self-taught trader and 
investor with unlimited 
potential



Credentials



o No financial degree

o No Series 7 FINRA

o Not a licensed broker

I don’t have…



Here’s what you need for this…



You need…

✓ A smart phone
✓ Internet connection
✓ Brokerage account with 

money in it



It shouldn’t come as a surprise, 



That the stock market has 
taken many lives,



It’s driven countless others to the 
brink of insanity



Before I go any further,



Now let me explain who this is 
for…



This is for beginners trying to 
understand the markets,



And it’s also for more advanced 
traders and investors looking to 
increase returns



If you fall into either of these 
categories,



This mini-webinar is for you



If that’s not you, you can drop off now…



Now is a good time to eliminate 
possible distractions and focus
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Five main stages

This is the ‘secret formula’ 
behind all market success
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Now, let’s talk about the FOUR 
Land Mines on your way to 
success…



Not having a plan

Mine # 1



Mine # 1

Not having a game 
plan and sticking 
to it

Fewer Americans (30%) prepare a long-
term financial plan outlining their savings 
and investment goals in detail

https://news.gallup.com/poll/162
872/one-three-americans-
prepare-detailed-household-
budget.aspx

According to a Gallup poll in 2013…

https://news.gallup.com/poll/162872/one-three-americans-prepare-detailed-household-budget.aspx


Mine # 1

A plan is Step #1 
in trading and 
investing



Mine # 1

Stay until the end 
to get the plan 
downloadable



Mine # 2

Not testing the plan



Mine # 2

Not testing the plan



Mine # 2

The market is full of 
‘beginner’ traps



Mine # 2

98.6% of traders lose 
money



Mine # 2

One in three loses 
90% or more



Letting emotions 
drive your trading

Mine # 3



Mine # 3

Trading with emotion; 
you want to be 
mechanical



Mine # 3

50% of buying is 
impulse buying



Create a strategy to 
kill impulsiveness

Mine # 3



Not using a 
qualifying checklist

Mine # 4



Mine # 4

Not carefully vetting 
all trade ideas with 
a checklist



Mine # 4

With stakes very high, 
every qualification 
matters
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So let’s take a step back for 
a second, and look back at 
the stages…



Five stages to market success



There’s FOUR gaps 
between each stage



I want to share how you can 
bridge these FOUR gaps in the 
safest way with the least risk





Bridge # 1 – Create your plan



If you don’t know where to start, 
that’s ok



It takes time and research and 
its hard work



That’s why I created a simple 
plan template to accelerate 
this step for you 



You can download it and 
cater it to your investing 
and trading style



This is going to put you ahead 
of 7 out of 10 traders and 
investors



The general structure of the 
plan is the same for traders 
and investors



It looks like this…

1. Expectations
2. Personal Assessment
3. Trading & Investing Style
4. Stock Selection
5. Position Management
6. Position Sizing



Plans are just that, plans



They don’t need to be 
bulletproof at first



If you don’t like something 
about the plan, change it!



If it doesn’t work for you, 
change it until it does 
work for you



So that’s the first bridge





Bridge # 2 – Test your plan



Make sure it works very well in 
all seasons



It’s important to be consistent 
with your timing and actions,



If you’re not consistent, you 
won’t get consistent results



Here is where a market simulator 
can be a huge benefit…



Knowing how you would act if 
there is no risk is crucial



If you have no idea how to do 
this, we can walk you through it



Imagine that feeling of relief to 
know your in the best positions



So that’s the second bridge



Bridge # 3 – Control emotions  



This is a big one and trips most 
everyone up



It’s a main reason traders and 
investors give up



Because nearly 99% of people 
lose money trading,



You shouldn’t try to navigate the 
markets alone 



Ideally you want a team of 
experts in your corner,



Feeding you the right information



If this sounds good to you,



Our advanced course may be a 
good fit for you



Book the call to see if you qualify



So that’s the third bridge



Bridge # 4 – Proven system   



Often called the
‘proof of concept’



We can help to accelerate your 
proven system for you,



So you can operate with easy 
and certainty



We’ve started granting investors 
exclusive access to our systems,



And many our modeling our 
systems with great success



The system can help to…

• Filter out the best stocks super fast
• Eliminate subjectivity and emotions 
• Lower risk by qualifying trades
• Teach several strategies to increase ROI



It’s a completely unique system 
developed from scratch



And I’m going to reveal the details 
in just a minute,



But first let me explain why this 
works so well



It works because we are acting 
ONLY with 100% confidence



We accept the market uncertainty 
as a variable,



And only take on the best trades 
and investments



We don’t enter positions unless 
certain of our risks,



And we don’t enter positions without 
a pre-determined exit strategy,



Lastly, we don’t exit until one of our 
two pre-set criteria are met



We filter out thousands of stocks,



Choose the best trade in the 
moment,



And then we automate the exit



TIP’s Trading System

✓ Find the Best Stock
✓ Make the Trade
✓ Automate the Rest



Once you get good at this,



The whole process takes less than 
five minutes



The time-consuming part is 
learning how to do it



This could take years and hundreds 
of thousands of dollars,



This is where access to our systems 
can be extremely valuable



And that’s the last bridge
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www.tradeplanconsulting.com/tip-tools

(1) Plan (2) Execution File (3) Interest Calc

BONUS: Access to our FREE T&I Plan  

http://www.tradeplanconsulting.com/tip-tools


You can use these FREE tools 
TODAY to jump start your returns



And the tools are great if you 
don’t know where to start



For those of you looking to really 
accelerate your understanding,



My team and I have created 
some paid educational content 
that may be of interest



We teach in detail our step-by-step 
system to show you how to trade 
and invest very profitably



We were was able to teach this to Brian… 

Brian says…
“Dave has had a direct positive 
influence on me and my 
finances. He has shown me that 
with the right attitude, I too can 
succeed in the financial markets.”



It’s for honest hard-working beginners 
like Brian why I created…

TIP’s Trading System®



TIP’s Trading System®

➢ One-on-one calls (Mastermind only)
➢ Candlestick College 

(Five-week Intro Course)
➢ TIP’s Trading System

(Six-week Course Advanced Course)
➢ Kopes Corner LIFETIME subscription

(57% Win/Loss ratio in 2020)
OR Weekly subscription

https://tradeplanconsulting.com/kopes-corner/
https://tinyurl.com/yal6wwg8


TIP’s Trading System®

➢ Software Package
➢ Simulator Access

(See LIVE trades, test ideas)
➢ Stock Screener Access

(Custom-built screeners)
➢ Inflection Point Alchemy (IPA) 

group access



Michele says…

“Inspired me to look beyond my 
everyday abilities to cultivate 
awareness and understanding.” 

We were able to teach this to Michele… 



Imagine for a second, not being 
worried at all about the market



How does it feel?



Imagine no fear, worry or doubt 
about finances ever again



What is that feeling worth?



If you feel pressure or anxiety about 
trading or investing,



Just take a break from it



Go back and learn how and why the 
markets work



The only way to be 100% confident 
is to know how and why it works



Once you have the understanding,



You can confidently choose positions



Practice enough and it will become 
second nature



Your so close



This is the ultimate high value skill
that will transform your life



This industry has near unlimited 
growth potential



Knowing how to trade and invest is 
the ultimate job security



You can do it from home or 
anywhere with internet



It’s not time consuming



You can have your money working 
for you while you sleep



It can give you peace of mind



You can get paid weekly



Lowest start-up costs of any 
business



No holding costs



And now, most brokerages have 
switched to no fees



And once you learn it, you can teach 
it to others



Benefits recap

✓ Unlimited growth potential
✓ Ultimate job security
✓ Work from anywhere
✓ Get paid weekly 
✓ Peace of mind
✓ Low startup costs / low overhead
✓ No inventory or holding costs
✓ No fees
✓ Help others by knowing more



Hector says…

“I’m using David’s system to 
enhance my trading. I believe it’s 
a safer approach and the tools are 
helping to lower my overall risks.” 

We were able to teach this to Hector… 



So if you’re looking to understand the 
markets and avoid the ‘Market Mines’,



Book a call on the page



This is NOT a get rich quick scheme



This is a proven business that works!



We can teach you everything you 
need to know in the next 90 days



Learn how to trade and invest 
within the first 90 days OR YOUR 
MONEY BACK



Want to retire 10 years early?



Book a call on the page



Want to increase your income, 
sleep better, and feel less stressed 
about financial decisions?



Book a call on the page



Are you fed up with your job or 
your boss OR just want a great 
back-up plan?



Book the call on this page



Once you master this,



No one can take these ideas from 
you and you can teach it to others



The rewards are endless



I look forward to speaking with you



We’ll discuss how everything works 
on the call



So book the call NOW



Every day you don’t know how to 
do this, it’s costing you… 

So book the call



Questions?



Questions…

“I don’t know the first thing about 
trading and investing… can I still 
do this?”



Questions…

“Where do I start?”



Questions…

“How much time does this take?”



Questions…

“Do you finance?”



Questions…

“Do you have a guarantee?”



Questions…

“I can’t afford it”



This is the ‘secret formula’ 
behind ALL big success


